Oscar II (Oscar Fredrik; 21 January 1829 – 8 December 1907) was King of Sweden from 1872 until his death in 1907, and King of Norway from 1872 to 1905. Oscar II was King during a time when both Sweden and Norway were undergoing a period of industrialization and rapid technological progress. His reign also saw the gradual decline of the Union of Sweden and Norway, which culminated in its dissolution in 1905. He was subsequently succeeded as King of Norway by his grandnephew Prince Carl of Denmark under Inside Oscar 2 book. Read 5 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. FINALLY, A SEQUEL AS GOOD AS THE ORIGINAL//Enlivened by humorous incidents, brewing controversies, and deeply moving personal dramas, Inside Oscar 1995-2000 offers the complete lowdown on six more years of Academy Awards glory. . . from Braveheart in 1995 through Gladiator in 2000, with the Titanic phenomenon and the Saving Private Ryan/Shakespeare in Love feud in between. As a result, Inside Oscar 2 actually carries a bit more bite to it than the previous volume. As opposed to the first book, no attempt is made to hide the author's cinematic opinions and he delivers them in sharp, double-edged prose that will the warm the heart of anyone who watched pop culture evolve over the past decade and thought to themselves, "I just don't get it."Â It's a nastiness that, the few times its surfaces, is dreadfully out-of-place in what is otherwise an insightful, informative, and hilarious social history of American film in the 1990s. But that's a small quibble. This book is a must have for anyone who loved the first Inside Oscar, anyone who considers themselves to be a lover of Hollywood's vulgar rituals, and especially anyone who happens to have a sense of humor. See what oscar aguirre (oscarat2) has discovered on Pinterest, the world's biggest collection of ideas.Â oscar aguirre's best boards. carz. oscar aguirre • 21 Pins. 3d. oscar aguirre • 82 Pins. Cement. oscar aguirre • 9 Pins. Art stuff. oscar aguirre • 42 Pins. house stuff. oscar aguirre • 26 Pins. With her Oscar triumph, which comes 11 years after Kathryn Bigelow became the first woman to win best director for The Hurt Locker, 39-year-old Zhao has been recognised as one of the most distinctive and talented film-makers to emerge in recent years. Born in Beijing, her father was a successful steel executive and her step-mother is the well-known Chinese comedy actress Song Dandan.Â image captionChloe Zhao took Nomadland's Charlene Swankie to the Oscars. "There's one that I remember so dearly, it's called the Three Character Classics. The first phrase goes